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Foreword
It is very well noted that Vedas are the first
literature produced in India. The Rig, Yajuh, sama and
Atharva Vedas are written for the human race to follow
it and lead a great life. The Vedas hold the guist, the
secret of a successful life. It was a lump at the
beginning but later was divided into four parts by
Bhagavan Vedavyasa. The division of Vedas and it's
usage in daily life was felt very essential for many
purposes, and hence was necessary to simplify it.
Many-a-people learnt Vedas to use them in their daily
life. In order to make them more simpler, the Vedas
were divided into Sumhitas, Brahmanas, Aranyakas
and Upanishads. There should be a proper method to
learn any subject. The six supporting fields like
Shiksha, Kalpa, Vyakarana, Nirukta, Chandas and
Jyotish are called the limbs of the Vedas. As per
Paniniya Shiksha, the science of poetry is like feet or
foundation of the entire Vedic literature, and hence it
is very essential to study metres or chandas to learn
Vedas. For an indepth study of Vedas, a disciple should
know about three factors - The Rishi (who has seen
(seer) the divine mantra), the devata (the deity to whom
the mantra is submitted), the metre (in which the
mantra is presented).
A Chandas is a physical form in which the syllables
are counted. Pingala in his Chandahsastra says:
Chandas stands for speech determined by the number
of syllables uttered. Each and every metre has its own
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spiritual significance according to different Vedic
sacrifices.
The book ‘Chandas as Vedanga’ written by
Dr. Madhavi R. Narsalay explains all the basic
principles of Vedic prosody which is necessary to gain
knowledge about metres before learning Veda. The
effort put by the author is priceless. Hope that this
treatise will enhance the desirers to learn more about
Vedas and Vedangas.

In the Service of Lord Venkateswara

Executive Officer,
Tirumala Tirupati Devasthanams,
Tirupati.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Vedic literature, which comprises of Samhitas
(), Brahmanas, () Aranyakas () and
Upanisads, ( ) has six auxiliary disciplines
known as angas () i.e., limbs attached to them which
are known as Vedangas (). They are (i) Siksas
(), which are texts dealing with phonetics and
morphology, (ii) Kalpas () are texts focusing on
ritual, behavioural pattern and code of conduct, (iii)
Vyakarana ( ) i.e. science of grammar, (iv)
Nirukta () which is a text on etymology, (v)
Chandas () i.e., science of metres, prosody or
versification and (vi) () Jyotis which is the
science of astronomy. A quotation from Paniniya Siksa
() mentions ‘chandah padau tu vedasya’
() i.e., the science of prosody is the feet
of the Veda-s. It is the foundation on which the entire
Vedic literature relies upon. This branch of learning
has been extensively dealt with in works on Vedic
literature as well as classical Sanskrit literature.
Speech has thousand-fold progeny and metres are
some of them, for Satapatha Brahmana ()
says vacah prajatani chandamsi (       )
(III.9.2.17). Study of Veda-s is incomplete if study of
metres is not undertaken. They are one of the three
factors, which are essential for the study of the Veda
viz; Rsi () (the seer, who has ‘seen’ the divine
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mantra-s), devata () (the deity, whom the mantra
is attributed to) and chandas () (the metre, in which
a particular mantra occurs). As mantras give full form
(rupasamrddha) () to the sacrifice and as they
are composed in metres, they occupy an indispensable
position in the sacrifice.
Meaning of the word ‘chandas’: The science that
deals with versification is known as Prosody or Metrics
which is understood in Sanskrit as Chandahsastra
(). There are references in the Rigveda (X.90.9),
which states that (chandamsi jajnire tasmat) (
) metres were created from the gigantic Purusah.
The conventional meaning of the word chandas is
metre. Apart from this meaning, the word chandas
stands synonymous for Veda-s. As the Veda-s were
composed in Gayatri and other metres, Veda-s are also
known by this name. Panini in his Astadhyayi
( ) refers to Vedas as Chandas. ‘Bahulam
chandasi’ () (II.4.39) is a very famous example
from the Astadhyayi ().
In Vedic literature, the word ‘chandas’ is used in
different sense too. They are metaphorically
understood as cattle (Pashu-), directions (disha), soma juice (rasa-) etc. Kausitaki Brahmana
() refers to chandas as pranah i.e., life
(chandamsi vai pranah) () and the Taittiriya
Brahmana (      ) mentions that chandas
(chandamsi vai vrajo gosthanah) ()
represent the region of the Sun. There is some reason
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due to which the chandas are associated with different
objects, both animate and inanimate.
Chandas are given great importance in Vedic
rituals. A Vedic chant recited in a particular chandas
for a specific ritual would accrue the desired result.
That is why the specific chandas are associated with
specific fruit, abstract or concrete e.x., gayatrau
svistakrtah samyajye kurvita tejahkamo
brahmavarcasa kamah/ tejo vai brahmavarcasam
gayatri//  (Aitareya Brahmana I.5)  .
The svistakrta offerings are to be given with
mantras in the Gayatri metre for achieving lustre of
Brahman. Thus mantras chanted in the Gayatri metre
are of immense importance in the ritual of svistakrta
  offering. Without the Gayatri metre, the
sacrificer would not achieve the lustre of Brahman.
Here Gayatri is equated with the lustre of Brahman.
According to R. Sadashivmurthy, chandas as metres
is the conventional meaning of this word. Whereas
chandas as Veda-s is the attributive meaning and
chandas as cattle etc., are the figurative meanings of
this word. Moreover, in classical literature and
vernaculars, chandas stands for desire as well as
uncontrolled behaviour.
Definition of chandas: Many ancient texts have
attempted to define ‘chandas’. The Rksarvanukramani
( ) of Katyayana says: yadaksaraparimanam
tacchandah (II.6). This means that which is measured
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by syllables is chandas. The Brhatsarvanukramani of
the Atharvaveda says: chando’ ksarasamkhyavaccheka
mucyate. This means that the distinctive characteristic
of chandas is the number of syllables counted. The
Chandahsastra of Pingala says: matraksarasankhya
niyatavak chandah. Chandas stands for speech
determined by the number of syllabic instants.
These definitions indicate that the number of
syllables is the defining factor of chandas.
Etymology of Chandas: Ancient texts have given
the etymology of the term chandas. According to the
Daivata Brahmana of the Samaveda: chandamsi
chandayatiti va (I.3). This means that term chandas is
derived from the root chand: samvarane ahladane
i.e., to cover or to please.
The Taittiriya Samhita (V.6.6.1) says:
te chandobhiratmanam chadayitvopayansta
cchandasam chandatvam/
Satapatha Brahmana quotes:
yadasma acchadayanstasmacchandamsi/
Nirukta (VII.12): chandamsi chadanat/
Unadi sutras derive the word chandas from cand
- to please. Har.a.a, the commentator on Jayadeva’s
Chandahsutra supports this derivation.
Thus the word chandas is derived from the
following roots:
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a) cand: ahladane, diptau ca: to please and to shine
b) chad: acchadane: to cover
c) chad: avarane: to envelope
d) chand: ahladane, samvarane ca: (to please
and to cover totally)
This functional derivation stresses that the term
chandas as it has a phonetic quality stands for the
measured sound which is pleasing to hear. Sound
envelopes space therefore chandas stands for a
covering the space of sound.
Significance of chandas:
According to S. S. Dange, chandas had an
immense importance in the sacrifice. Pratar-anuvaka
(morning chant) is to be recited by the hotr priest in
the latter half of the night, even before the sound of
birds is heard. During this time, there is no other sound
heard except that of the recitation of mantras that is
arranged in the seven metres viz; Gayatri, Usnih,
Anustubh, Brhati, Pankti, Tristubh and Jagati. The
gods that are invoked are Agni, Usas and Asvins and
there has to be at least one sukta in each of the seven
metres addressing the deities. The Satapatha
Brahmana says that the gods which are arriving early
are the metres (III.9.3.8).
Metres had a spiritual significance in Vedic
sacrifice. The sacrificial ukha (the fire pan) was to be
fumigated by the metres. It is baked by the means of
metres for they are the strength. They are the divine
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purifiers and by means of the metres, many sacrificial
implements would be purified.
Individual metres are said to be the various limbs
of sacrifice. At times they are imagined to be man or
identified with Prajapati. Thus Gayatri is said to be
the mouth of the sacrifice according to the Maitrayani
Samhita of the Krsna Yajurveda (III.1.1) and also the
breath of Prajapati. The metre Usnih is the eye;
Anustubh is the voice, Brhati is the mind; Pankti is
the ear; Tristubh is the generative breath and Jagati is
the downward breathing. These are the seven metres
which go increasing by four syllables each, which are
produced in Agni says the Satapatha Brahmana
(X.3.1.1).
Metres are regarded as the cattle of the gods. Just
as, harnessed cattle carry men from one place to
another; harnessed metres draw the sacrifice for the
gods mentions the Satapatha Brahmana (IV.4.3.1). The
Jaiminiya Brahmana (III. 313, 314) equates metres with
horses of gods. The gods having yoked these horses
to these chariots went to the heaven. They yoked the
Gayatri as the horse at the right side, the Tristubh as
that of the left side and the Jagati as the supporting
horse. The Taittiriya Samhita (I.5.12.5) has a beautiful
imagery of the chariot of metres for Prajapati. Gayatri
and Jagati became the wheels; Usnih and Tristubh as
the side poles; Anustubh and Pankti the horses and
Brhati the seat. Prajapati went riding this chariot.
S.S.Dange comments that the whole idea is of speedily
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searching the heaven on part of the sacrifice. Hence,
at times, metres are identified with birds, as they are
speedier than horses.
Metres play a significant role in the sacrifice and
are therefore related with Agni. The Kathaka Samhita
of the Krsna Yajurveda regards them to be the beloved
form of Agni. The Maitrayani Samhita of the Krsna
Yajurveda identifies metres with Prajapati (IV.5.3).
The Vedic texts say that even for defeating the
asuras, at times devas took the help of metres.
According to the Tandya Mahabrahmana (XII.13.27)
devas and asuras were in possession of metres. The
monosyllabic metre was the lowest one in possession
of the devas, the heptasyllabic metre was their highest
possession. The ennead (nine) syllabic one was the
lowest of the asuras and the fifteen syllables was the
highest. They entreated Prajapati who had assumed
the form of Anustubh metre to join them. He joined
the devas and they flourished and the asuras perished.
Thus, metres are the form of controlled and
structured divine sound. Having possession of this
divine sound which is all encompassing the gods
prospered. The yajamana performing the yajna using
the chandas will also flourish on the lines of gods is
the message which these myths want to convey.
Myths regarding the origin of chandas:
Akin to the etymology regarding the origin of the
chandas, Vedic literature abounds in myths about the
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origin of the chandas. In the Taittiriya Samhita, the
Prajapati built the fire-altar. Devas got frightened and
did not approach it. So, they covered themselves with
metres (chandobhiratmanam chadayitva) (
) and approached it. The Jaiminiya Brahmana
also derives the word chandas from the root chad to
cover. The account therein is as follows. Prajapati
created devas and thereafter also Death, by means of
bringing together metres and entering them. The Vasu-s,
Rudra-s, Aditya-s, Visvedeva-s and Marut-s brought
together the metres Gayatri , Tristubh, Jagati,
Anustubh and Pankti.
The Maitrayani Samhita derives the word chandas
from the root chad ‘to please’. It says that devas were
afraid of Death. Having seen the metres, they entered
them. Whatever thing pleases them, with that they
covered themselves. Here, both the meanings of the
root chad are taken into account. The Satapatha
Brahmana also follows the same lines. It says that
Prajapati freed himself from Death and asked for food.
The gods gave him food in the form of the bricks
(arranged in the Fire-altar) relating to metres; for
metres are cattle and cattle are food. The metres
pleased him and hence are they called chadamsi.
Number of metres:
According to R. Sadasivamurthy, the number of
metres varies in various texts. Some works accept that
metres are eight in number; others consider them to
be seven or four. In Vedic prosody, metres are classified
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as Daivi, Asuri, Prajapatya, Yajusi, Samni, Arci,
Brahmi and Arsi. This classification underlines the
number of metres to be eight. But references like
catuspadaksarena mimite saptavanih (
) (Rgveda I.164.24.) are of the view that the
number of the metres is seven. This comprises of
Gayatri, Usnih, Anustubh, Brhati, Pankti, Tristubh and
Jagati. Accepting the prominence of Gayatri, Tristubh
and Jagati in the Vedic sacrifices, some texts accept
these three metres.
Another reference in the Rgveda accepts that
metres are fourteen in number (X.114.7). The Yajurveda
and Atharvaveda traditions accept that the number of
metres is twenty one. The Taittiriya Samhita refers to
some names of metres which are explained by
Sayanacarya as heavenly metres.
Primary sources of Chandahsastra:
The origin and development of Chandasastra is
seen in Vedic literature. The Rgveda is a metrical
composition. Fourteen metres have been employed in
this monumental work. The rc-s abound in Gayatri,
Tristubh and Jagati metres. It has a discussion about
metres. The sukta X.130.3 asks a question as to
‘chandah kimasit? The Purusasukta (X.90.9) mentions
‘chandamsi jajnire tasmat’ (). The sukta
(I.164.24) notes gayatrena mimite saptavanih (
   ) wherein speech and prosody are
regarded as equivalent.
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The Taittiriya Samhita of the Krsna Yajurveda
stresses on the importance of chandas in the Vedic
sacrifice. It says that devas ascended heaven due to
the metre (chandobhih devah suvargam lokamayan
V.2.3.9) (). There are references
to 24 metres, which have important place in Vedic and
Classical Sanskrit literature (IV.3.7).
The Aitareya Brahmana reiterates the importance
of metres in the Vedic sacrificial ritual. At one place it
is mentioned that one who desires to achieve
Brahmanic lustre should perform sacrifice unto Agni
with the help of the Gayatri chandas (I.5). Gayatri,
Tristubh, Jagati and Viraj are mentioned quite often
in this text.
The Satapatha Brahmana narrates myths
associated with metres. In an effort to eulogise
chandas, it says that metres are the quarter (directions).
Gayatri is the east, Tristubh is the south, Jagati is the
west, Anustubh is the north, Pankti is the upward
direction (VIII. 3.1.12).
The second and the fourth sections of the Daivata
Brahmana of the Samaveda refer to the colours and
deities associated with the metres and also deal with
their etymologies.
The Rkpratisakhya discusses phonetics, grammar
and prosody of the Rgveda. Patala-s 16 to 18 are
dedicated to Vedic prosody. It discusses the eightfold
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classification of the Vedic metre, nicrt and bhurik
varieties, the deities and colours of the metres, pre
Gayatri metres and their varieties, strophic metres,
division of syllables as light and heavy, pause and
recitation of different kinds of mantras. The
Rgvedachandonukramani ( ) by Saunaka
is the index of different metres found in the Rgveda.
The Rgveda Sarvanukramani of Katyayana is the
index of Rgvedic rsi-s, metres, deities, anuvaka-s and
sukta-s. A major portion of this text is dedicated to
Vedic prosody. The first portion discusses the varieties
of feet and vrtti. The second, third and fourth and fifth
portions take note of the nature and varieties of prime
metres, long metres and pre-Gayatri metres. The nicrt
and bhurik varieties are also noted.
The Nidana Sutra by Patañjali belonging to the
Samaveda has as its first chapter ‘Chandoviciti’. The
sixth khanda mentions about the Daivi, Asuri and other
varieties of the chandas. The Upanidanasutras of
which Gargya is the probable author are fully
dedicated to chandas.
The Chandahsastra of Pingala or Pingalanaga is
the earliest work fully dedicated to the study of Vedic
prosody. It enjoyed the position as one among the
Vedanga-s. It deals with Vedic and Classical metres.
It mainly deals with the Rgvedic metres. The second
chapter deals with the eight metrical classes. The third
chapter takes note of the nature and varieties of the
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seven prime metres and a brief account of the colours,
races and sages of these metres.
The Jayadeva Chandas is a work on Vedic and
Classical prosody. It comprises of eight chapters out
of which the second and third chapters discuss about
Vedic prosody.
The Vrtta Muktavali authored by Srikrsna Bhatta
is divided into three gumpha-s. It has illustrated all
the varieties of Vedic metres.

* * *

Chapter 2
Classification of Chandas
Works on Chandahsastra have classified chandas
into different categories. Broadly chandas have been
classified as vaidika and laukika. The commentator
Halayudha on Chandahsutra of Pingala has classified
chandas as a) laukika b) vaidika and c) laukikavaidika. Bharatamuni has divided metres into three
categories viz; a) divya b) divyetara and c) divyamanusa.
Apart from the above mentioned classification,
Yudhisthir Mimamsak classifies chandas a) those
which are based on the number of matras or more
known as matra-chandas b) those which are based on
the number of syllables as aksara chandas.
The chandas in the Veda-s are based on the number
of aksaras i.e. syllables. Some scholars regard varna
and aksara as synonymous. Aksaras or varnas are
classified into svaras (vowels) and vyanjanas
(consonants). Svaras which are hrsva, dirgha and pluta
give rise to one matra, two matras and three matras
respectively. Vyanjanas are measured as those having
half a matra. One matra is that time which is required
to blink an eyelid. Vedic chandas are further classified
as those following the specific number of syllables
wherein the number of feet or padas in the metres is
also significant. It is been observed that such mantras
frequently occur in the Yajurveda. There are chandas
which are based on the specific number of syllables
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as well as specific number of feet or padas. Rgveda is
replete with such chandas.
As per Vedic chandas, the number of aksaras is
measured by the svaras in a word and not by the
number of vyanjanas. Although a word may have
conjunct vyanjanas, its value depends on the svaras
present in it. The matric division of the svaras is further
developed into laghu (light) and (guru) heavy. The
rules clarifying laghu and guru syllables are mentioned
in the Pratisaakhyas. A syllable is laghu only if the
vowel is hrasva and followed by one consonant before
another vowel is encountered.
1. A syllable with an anusvara (‘m’) or a visarga (‘h’)
is always guru.
2. All other syllables are guru, either because the
vowel is dirgha (long), or because the hrasva vowel
is followed by a consonant cluster.
3. The hrasva vowels are the short monophthongs:
‘a’, ‘i’, ‘u’, ‘r’ and ‘l’
4. All other vowels are dirgha: ‘aa’, ‘ii’, ‘uu’, ‘rr’,
‘ee’, ‘ai’, ‘o’ and ‘au’. (Note that, morphologically,
the last four vowels are actually the diphthongs ‘ai’,
‘aai’, ‘au’ and ‘aau’, as the rules of sandhi in
Sanskrit make clear. So, while an original ‘ai’, for
example, had been shortened to an ‘e’ sound in
practice, it was still to be treated as long metrically.
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5. According to some scholars, the last syllable in each
foot may be considered guru:

 

But a guru at the end of a foot is never counted as
laghu.
For measurement by matra (morae), laghu
syllables count as one unit, and guru syllables as two
units.
It should be understood that while undertaking a
syllable count in Vedic mantras or sukta s, it is not
essential to separate the svara from vyanjana. e.g.


1-8
1-96
90-24
There are three important constituents of a metre
viz; its syllabic strength, length and number of its feet
and its vrtti or rhythm. R. Sadashivmurthy while
referring to Rkpratisakhya (XVII. 21.) is of the opinion
that the syllabic strength is most important. Vedic
prosody lays down rules regarding the syllabic strength
of its metres. The syllabic strength of the metres is
discussed in this chapter. Foot or pada is another
important constituent of a metre. There are four
varieties of metrical feet viz; those having eight
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syllables, ten syllables, eleven syllables and twelve
syllables. The end of a rc is based on their meaning.
When the sense is completed the foot ends. Therefore
artha is a determining factor for the length of a foot.
Vrtti or rhythm is another important constituent. In
the Natyasastra, it is mentioned that vrtti is based on
the length of the penultimate syllable of the end of
foot. Out of the four varieties of feet, those having
eight and twelve syllabic feet consist of laghu syllable
in their penultimate. Those having ten and eleven
syllables in their feet have a guru syllable as their
penultimate.
Pause or avasana is another significant concept
while understanding the metres. A temporary stop or
rhythmic break is called avasana. It occurs after the
end of the sukta and also at the end of a mantra.
Meaning is a determining factor of a pause as also the
number of feet of a mantra. Mantras with one or two
feet pause on their completion. Those, which have
three feet, the first pause if after two feet and the second
pause is after the third foot. Mantras with four feet
have their first pause after two feet and the second
after the fourth.
In Vedic prosody, metres are classified as Daivi,
Asuri, Prajapatya, Yajusi, Samni, Arci, Brahmi and
Arsi. In each of these eight classes the seven prime
metres occur starting with Gayatri. Arsi metre has been
frequently used in Vedic literature. In this class a sukta
or a mantra consists of four feet i.e. pada. But in the
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rest of the classes all the compositions are limited to
single pada. The seven types of chandas occur in each
of these classes. The seven metres are Gayatri, Usnih,
Anustubh, Brhati, Pankti, Tristubh and Jagati. But, in
Ari class, fourteen more metres are incorporated. The
Rk pratisakhya gives a detailed enumeration of these
classes. The Natyasastra of Bharatamuni also
discusses these classes with variations in it. R. Sadasivamurthy has explained the classification of the classes
and has cited examples of the same.
1) Daivi:
Metres of this class start with single syllable and
end with seven syllables. All seven metres are included
in this class. Gayatri is monosyllabic. Each succeeding
metre after Gayatri is increased by one syllable e.g.
Usnih of this class is di-syllabic. Anustubh is trisyllabic and Jagati is hecta-syllabic. The word ‘Daivi’
is prefixed to each of these seven metres.
S.
No.

Name of the Name of
No. of
Examples
chandasthe chandas syllables
class

1

Daivi

Gayatri

1

2

=/=

Usnih

2

3

=/=

Anustubh

3

4

=/=

Brhati

4

5

=/=

Pankti

5






 15/15/1
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=/=

Tristbh

6



20/130/18

7

=/=

Jagati

7



2) Asuri:

In this class too the seven metres, Gayatri and others exist. Here the number of syllables begins with
fifteen and then falls successively by one syllable in
each succeeding metre. As the number of the metre
increases the number of syllables reduces. The term
Asuri is prefixed to the names of the seven metres.
S. Name of the Name of
No. of
No. chandasthe chandas syllables
class
1

Asuri

Gayatri

15

2

=/=

Usnih

14

3

=/=

Anustubh

13

4

=/=

Brhati

12

5

=/=

Pankti

11

Examples




8/53


 9/1

18/4/85

 18/4/72
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6

=/=

Tristubh

10

7

=/=

Jagati

9


 8/29

 15/3/9

3) Prajapatya
This class incorporates seven metres. Gayatri has
eight syllables in it. The number increases by four
syllables. Therefore, the last metre i.e., Jagati has 32
syllables in it. The term ‘Prajapatya’ is prefixed to
each of the seven metres.
S. Name of the Name of
No. of
No. chandasthe chandas syllables
class
1

Prajapatya Gayatri

8

2

=/=

Usnih

12

3

=/=

Anustubh

16

4

=/=

Brhati

20

5

=/=

Pankti

24

Examples



 8/13


 8/5
 


 8/53



8/10 (3) 5
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6

=/=

Tristubh

28

7

=/=

Jagati

32




 15/12/11




1/2/2

4) Yajusi:
This class begins with the metre Gayatri, which
is of six syllables. The number of syllables in each
metre increases by one. Yajusi Anustubh has eight
syllables, Brhati has nine, Yajusi Jagati has twelve
syllables.
S. Name of the Name of
No. of
No. chandasthe chandas syllables
class
1

Yajusi

Gayatri

6

2

=/=

Usnih

7

3

=/=

Anustubh

8

4

=/=

Brhati

9

Examples


 18/4/27

8/23 

7/25

5/28

21
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5

=/=

Pankti

10

6

=/=

Tristubh

11

7

=/=

Jagati

12



 8/30


8/30

5) Samni:
All seven metres are included in this class. The
number of syllables in the Samni class of metres is
increased by two. The Syllabic strength of Gayatri is
twelve, Usnih is fourteen Anustubh is sixteen. The
metres are called Samni Gayatri, Samni Tristubh etc.
S.

Name of the Name of

No. chandas-

No. of

Examples

the chandas syllables

class
1

Samni

Gayatri

2

=/=

Usnih


7/16

12
14

3

=/=

Anustubh

16

4

=/=

Brhati

18


 8/13 


15/2/6


8/30
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5

=/=

Pankti

20

6

=/=

Tristubh

22

7

=/=

Jagati

24




5/22


 8/8



4/26

6) Arci:
The number of syllables in the Gayatri metre belonging to the Arci class increases three times in comparison with that of the Yajusi metre. The first metre
i.e., Gayatri consists of eighteen syllables. The syllabic strength of each of the remaining six metres increases by three. Arci Usnih is twenty one, Arci
Anustubh is twenty four etc.
S. Name of the Name of
No. of
No. chandasthe chandas syllables
class
1

Arci

Gayatri

18

Examples



5/48

23
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2

=/=

Usnih

21

3

=/=

Anustubh

24

4

=/=

Brhati

27

5

=/=

Pankti

30

6

=/=

Tristubh

33

7

=/=

Jagati

36



 7/32



18/8/67


1/16 




 5/22



7/38



 15/4/6
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7) Arsi:
Daivi, Asuri and Prajapatya metre together
constitute an Arsi metre. The division is based on pada
i.e. feet. The first metre of this class consists of twenty
four syllables and the last metre consists of 48
syllables. The syllabic strength of each metre is
increased by four. The metres of this class are called
Arsi Gayatri, Arsi Usnih etc. Apart from the seven
metres, this class of metres includes many more metres
in it. As mentioned in the Rkpratisakhya, a mantra is
usually composed in Arsi metre (Taih prayo mantrah
slokasca vartate XVI. 9)       .
According to R. Sadashivmurthy, the domain of this
metrical class is extended to both Vedic and classical
sections of Sanskrit Literature. In addition to these
seven, in the Arsi class there are fourteen varieties of
metres. Thus Arsi class includes twenty one metres.
The first seven categories are known as ‘great metres’
(brhat chandas), the second category of seven metres
is known as ‘long metres’ (Atichandas) which are
Atijagati, Sakvari, Atisakvari, Asti, Atyasti, Dhrti and
Atidhrti. The third category of seven metres is known
as Krti chandas which begin with Krti metre. They
are Krti, Prakrti, Akrti, Vikrti, Samkrti, Abhikrti and
Utkrti. Apart from these there is another group of
metres consisting of five metres preceding Gayatri.
They are known as ‘pre-Gayatri’ metres known as Ma,
Prama, Pratima, Upama and Samma.

25
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S. Name of the Name of
No. of
No. chandasthe chandas syllables
class

1

Arsi

Gayatri

24

2

=/=

Usnih

28

3

=/=

Anustubh

32

4

=/=

Brhati

36

5

=/=

Pankti

40

Examples



 1/1/
1



 1/4/27




8/15




1.2.2.5.





8/12

26
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6

=/=

Tristubh

44

7

=/=

Jagati

48





 8/18




 
8/30

8) Brahmi :
The class of metres is a combination of Yajusi,
Samni and Arci. It is formed of single foot (pada)
mantras only. It involves the seven primary metres.
The term Brahmi is prefixed to each metre. The syllabic
strength of each metre consecutively increases by six
syllables.
S. Name of the Name of
No. of
No. chandasthe chandas syllables
class
1

Brahmi

Gayatri

36

Examples





 15/2//4

27
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2

=/=

Usnih

42

3

=/=

Anustubh

48

4

=/=

Brhati

54

5

=/=

Pankti

60





 7/
10


 


 3/56





7/ 9
   
   
  

   
        
   
 4/29

28
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6

=/=

Tristubh

66


   
 
  
     
   
 5/54

7

=/=

Jagati

72


  
        


           

5/34 - 35

* * *

Chapter III
Primary metres
Gayatri, Usnih, Anustubh, Brhati, Pankti, Tristubh
and Jagati are the primary metres. These metres are
further divided and sub-divided into various metres
and are also employed in Sanskrit Prosody. It is to be
noted that some scholars consider other metres as those
belonging to the category of these metres. This means
that each of these metres later on became an
independent category itself.
The seven metres play a very significant role in
the myths of bringing Soma to the earth. This myth
occurs in the Aitareya Brahmana (III.25-28), Tandya
Mahabrahmana (VIII.4.1) and the Satapatha Brahmana
(IV.3.2.7-9).
Gods and seers aspired for getting Soma. They
assigned to the metres the sacred task of fetching
Soma. The metres flew up in the form of birds. They
had four syllables each. The Jagati being of four
syllables, first flew up, having gone half of the way,
she felt tired. She laid aside three syllables and being
one-syllabic she returned and got along with her diksa
and virya. Then Tristubh flew, who returned with three
syllables and daksina. When Gayatri flew she terrified
the guardians of Soma. She grasped Soma by her
mouth and got back the syllables dropped by other
metres. She became octo-syllabic. She got the pratah
savana (   ) (morning pressing of Soma)
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madhyandina savana () (mid-day pressing
of Soma) and sayam savana (   ) (evening
pressing of Soma) with her. She supported the morning
pressing with her eight syllables. But Tristubh could
not support with the mid-day pressing with only three
syllables. So, Gayatri united with Tristubh, which had
eleven syllables. Jagati could not support the evening
pressing with one syllable. Therefore, Gayatri along
with Tristubh united with her and became twelvesyllabic.
This indicates that the concept of metre was of
uniform syllables of a small measurement. Later on
they grew and there were variations in the number of
syllables. It clearly brings out the significance of
Gayatri chandas for bringing Soma on to the earth.
The Jaiminiya Brahmana (I.141) says that Gayatri
is eight-syllabled (in each foot); the Vasus are eight in
number. Tristubh has eleven syllables; the Rudras are
eleven in number. Jagati has twelve syllables, the
Adityas are twelve in number. Here the very idea that
a particular deity is associated with each syllable of a
particular metre shows how the metres are given the
divine status.
Gayatri :
This metre is revered and worshipped from times
yonder till present. It has great deal of sanctity during
thread ceremony and also during the performance of
Sandhya. Mantra-s for worshipping many gods are in
this metre. Gayatri is worshipped as a goddess too.
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Its significance has been lauded in the Bhagavadgita
by Lord Krsna as (Gayatri chandasamaham X. 35).
Etymology of the word Gayatri :
R. Sadashivmurthy has discussed the etymology
of Gayatri in detail. ‘Gayatri gayateh stutikarmanah’
and ‘gayato mukhadudapataditi
ha Brahmanam’ are the two
derivations given in the Daivata Brahmana. According
to Sayanacarya, in the first derivation ‘gayati’ means
praising and through praising, this metre brings to light
the deities. The second derivation is based on
mythology. It is said that from the face of Prajapati,
while he was reciting the Vedas, the essence of the
Veda-s sprung. That essence itself is Gayatri. The
metre Gayatri advises men not to waste the time in
this futile world. She protects the one who praises her
through singing. Hence she is called Gayatri (gataram
trayate yasmat, Gayatri tena sa smrteti)  
.
According to the Nirukta of Yaska, the word
Gayatri is derived from the verb ‘gayati’. This word
is also formed from the ‘metathesis’ of the word
‘trigamana’. He says, ‘this metre often moves among
the three Veda-s: Rgveda, Yajurveda and Samaveda
and so this is primarily called ‘trigayat’ and due to the
transposition of the letter, it has been changed as
gayat+tri.’ In the Purana-s, Gayatri is praised as the
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very manifestation of trinity and as the mother of the
Veda-s.
This chandas has mainly three padas i.e. feet. In
some places, it is mentioned that Gayatri has one, two,
four and five feet. Therefore it is divided as Ekapada,
Dvipada, Tripada, Catuspada and Pancapada. The
Tripada Gayatri has eight syllables in each pada. The
Chandahsutra of Pingala mentions about these
variations of Gayatri.
Gayatri chandas: When 8+8+8=24 syllables occur
in a mantra, that is known as Gayatri chandas.
e.g.

 1.1.1.

1) Padanicrt Gayatri : When 7+7+7=21 syllables occur

in three feet, then that is known as Padanicrt
Gayatri. Wherever there is one syllable less in the
feet, the chandas is known as Nicrt and wherever
there is one syllable more in the feet, the chandas
is known as Bhurik, as per the Chandahsutra of
Pingala. ( 3.59)
e.g.,

 1. 17. 4.

2) Atipadanicrt Gayatri : When the first foot has 6,
second 8 and third seven (6+8+7) then the mantra

belongs to the Atipadanicrt Gayatri chandas as in


 8. 84. 1.
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3) Atinicrt Gayatri : When the three padas have
7+6+7=20 syllables, it is known as Atinicrt Gayatri

chandas.


6. 45. 29
4) Hrasiyasi (Atinicrt Gayatri) : When the first

and the second feet have 6 syllables each and the third
foot has seven (6+6+7=19), then the Rksarvanukramani calls
it Hrasiyasi Gayatri.




8. 103.10

5) Vardhamana (a) : When the three feet have
6+7+8= 21 syllables respectively, then it is known as

one type of Vardhamana Gayatri.




 6. 16. 1

6) Vardhamana (b) : According to Rkpratisakhya
when the first foot has 8, second has 6 and the third
has 8 (8+6+8= 22) then it is second type of Vardhamana

Gayatri. According to Yudhisthir Mimamsak, the
example of this type is yet to be known.
7 ) Vardhamana (c) also known as Pratistha

Gayatri : This is exactly the reverse of Vardhamana
(a) type. The three feet have 8+7+6=21 syllables in it.






1. 23. 21.
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8) Varahi : The first foot has 6, the second and the

third feet have 9 syllables each. We are stating the
example. But according to Yudhisthir Mimamsak, the
example of the Varahi Gayatri is yet to be found.



 4. 9. 1.
9) Nagi : This is opposite of Varahi. The first and
the second feet have 9 syllables each and the third foot
has 6 syllables in it.



4. 10. 1.
10) Yavamadhya : Just as the two ends of yava

grain are minute and the mid portion is broad, this
metre has 7 syllables in first and third feet and 10
syllables in the second foot. According to Pingalacarya,
this attribute is suitable for all the metres which have
more number of syllables in the mid-foot and less in
beginning and end.



9. 108. 13.
11 ) Pipilikamadhya: This is opposite of

Yavamadhya. The first and the third feet have
9 syllables each and the second foot has 6 syllables.
This attribute befits all the metres which more number
of syllables in the beginning and ending and less in
the mid portion.
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12) Usniggarbha: This chandas has 6+7+11=24

syllables in the first, second and third feet respectively.
The example of this metre is cited in the Rkpratisakhya.




 8.25.23.

13) Bhuriggayatri : This chandas has 8 syllables
in the first foot, 10 in the second and 7 in the third

foot. According to Rksarvanukramani, the example
cited below occurs in the Kakubhusnik chandas.
Sadgurusisya, the commentator on this text says that
this is the example which occurs in the Brahmana-s
for Bhuriggayatri and Kakubhusnik chandas.



 1.120. 2.
14) Tripad Virat : The padas of the chandas have
11+11+11=33 syllables. But according to Rkpratisakhya,

Rksarvanukramani and Venkata this is a type of
Anustubh.



 1.120. 9.
15) Catuspada : This type of Gayatri chandas has

got six syllables and four feet.


  16. 17
16) Padapankti : This Gayatri is explained in

various ways. It has five feet. The Rksarvanukramani
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considers Padapankti to have 5+5+5+5+6 or 5+5+5+ 4+6
syllables. The mantra which has 5+5+5+5+6 syllables
is called Bhurikpadapankti according to the
Rkpratisakhya.


 4. 10.2.
The mantra which has 5+5+5+5+6 syllables is called
Bhurikpadapankti according to the Rkpratisakhya.




 4. 10. 6.

17) Dvipada (a) : This type of Gayatri has 12+12=24

syllables and two feet.


 8. 46. 13
18) Dvipada (b) : Another type of Dvipada Gayatri
has 8+8=16 syllables.

 
5.6.24
19) Dvipad Virat (a) : This metre has 12+8=20

syllables and two feet.




9. 107. 16.

20) Dvipad Virat (b) : This metre has 10+10=20

syllables and two feet.


 1. 66. 3.
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21) Dvipad Svarat : This type of Gayatri has 9+9=18

syllables.


5. 7. 2.
22) Ekapada : This Gayatri has one foot and eight

syllables.



 10. 20.1

23) Jambuka Gayatri : This metre is mentioned in

Katyayana Parisista.


Usnih :
This metre has got three feet and they have
8+8+12=28 syllables in the each foot respectively. The
word Usnih is used only once in the Rgveda (X.130.4).
As Gayatri is associated with Agni, this metre is related
with Savitr.
In the Soma sacrifice, while laying down the order
of the Gavamayana, it is said that there are two months
of twenty eight days on both the sides of the Visuvanta
(solstice) days. Usnih has twenty eight syllables; the
neck is connected with the Usnih (Kausitaki Brahmana
XXXVI.1.) as in common language it is considered to
be a head dress or a turban. In the diksa, it is said that
he who desires long life, should use verses in the Usnih
metre. The Usnih is long life. One who knows the
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mantra-s in the Usnih metre has a long life as per the
Aitareya Brahmana (I.5).
At times there are myths which deal with Usnih
and Kakubh metres. Kakubh has 8+12+8=28 syllables
in its three feet respectively. The Tandya Mahabrahmana
(VIII.5.2.) says that Indra hurled his thunderbolt at Vrtra.
At the Kakubh chandas he made at stride onwards
and at Usnih he hurled the weapon. Therefore, the
middle portion of a verse of Kakubh has the highest
number of syllables, for it is a striding on. Thereupon,
he drew together. Therefore, the last mantra quarter
of the Usnih has the highest number of syllables, which
indicates the force of attack.
A variant of the Indra-Vrtra myth in connection
with the two metres also occurs in the Jaiminiya
Brahmana (I.158). This text says that as Indra could
not be supported by two Gayatris, in his onslaught on
Vrtra, he added to them the four-footed animals viz;
cow, horse, goat and sheep. The metres Kakubh and
Usnih which arose out of them supported Indra.
Standing on them Indra slew Vrtra. Dange notes that
the basis of the metres Kakubh and Usnih is Gayatri
which is of 24 syllables. Adding four-footed animals
took the number to 28 which is corresponds to the
number of syllables in Usnih and Kakubh metres.
Etymology of Usnih :
The derivation of the words Usnih according to
Bhakta Bhaskara’s commentary on the Aitareya
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Brahmana is from the verbal root snih to which ‘ut’ is
prefixed. He says :  



According to Nirukta, as it is richer by four
syllables than Gayatri, it is called Usnih. Here the
derivation is from the root ‘sna’. Secondly, as it is the
most dearest of gods, it is called Usnih, which the root
‘snih’. Thirdly, it is compared with a diadem. In the
Daivata Brahmana, a similar derivation is found.
In the case of prime metres, the syllabic increase
from Gayatri begins with Usnih. Hence, there is a lot
of discussion in the Vedic texts regarding syllables
more than Gayatri.
Varieties of Usnih :
1) Kakubh : The first and third padas have 8 and
the second pada has 12 syllables. This is like a hump.

Therefore the mid-portion is larger than the first and
the last.



5. 53. 5.
2) Pura Usnih : The first pada has 12, the second

and the third pada have eight syllables each.


  7. 66. 16.
3) Parosnih or Usnih : The first two padas have
8 syllables each and the last pada has 12 syllables.
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Pingala has given this as a separate variety. Otherwise,
this is the usual Usnih chandas.



 

1. 79. 4.

4) Kakumnyankusira : The three feet have 11+12+4
syllables respectively. This chandas has 27 letters

therefore, the Rkpratisakhya calls it ‘Nicrt’.



 
46. 15.

8.

5) Tanusira : This chandas has 11+11+6 syllables

in its three feet.



 1. 120. 5.
6) Pipilikamadhya : This chandas has 11+6+11

syllables in it


  

10. 105. 2.

7) Catuspad : This chandas has four feet and each

foot has seven syllables. This division, based on padas
appears to be Anustubh. But based on the number of
syllables is Usnih. This indicates that the number of
syllables was the primary criteria of determining the
metre of a mantra.




 8. 69. 2.
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8) Anustubh-garbha : This chandas has four feet
and division is 5+8+8+8 =29. Pingala and Gargya have

called this as Sankumati-Usnih.




 

1.187.1.

Anustubh metre :
This metre has 32 syllables and is equally
divided in 4 padas. It has a significant position in the
Vedic sacrificial tradition. The Maitrayani Samhita
equates Anustubh with speech (IV.3.10). Kausitaki
Brahmana ( XXVI.1 ) says in the context of
Gavamayana that the first month has thirty two days
and the last month has thirty two days, just as Anustubh
has thirty two syllables. So, the sacrifice begins and
concludes with mantras in the Anustubh chandas. The
Tandya Mahabrahmana (XXIII. 28ff) says that as cattle
are four footed so is Anustubh. Those desirous of
obtaining cattle should undertake the thirty two day
ritual and thereby worship speech and Anustubh.
The metre Anustubh is invariably identified with
Speech. There is an interesting detail in this
connection. While performing the initiation of a
student, it is said that the preceptor should teach him
the Savitri mantra in the Gayatri metre and not that
one in the Anustubh metre. The Satapatha Brahmana
says that some teach an Anustubh Savitri saying,
‘Anustubh is Speech; we thus lay Speech unto him’.
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But the Satapatha Brahmana opines that he should
not do so. In that case one would say that ‘surely this
(student) has taken away the teacher’s Speech; he will
become dumb,’ then that might even come true and
the teacher will become dumb. In this, the ritual belief
that the Anustubh metre stands for Speech, is clearly
reflected. However, the Satapatha Brahmana does not
give any details regarding the Anustubh Savitri in this
context.
The greatness of Anustubh is such that Prajapati
himself is its deity. Indra is also associated with this
metre. It is also associated with the earth in the Tandya
Mahabrahmana (VIII.7.2.3). The sacrifice is present on
the earth and thereby gains firm support. Moreover,
as Anustubh is Speech, he is firmly established in
Speech too, without which the sacrifice would be
incomplete. According to the Satapatha Brahmana,
Anustubh is associated with the North direction
(VIII.3.1.12).
Derivation of Anustubh :
According to the Nirukta, Anustubh came into
existence on account of changing the three octo
syllabic feet of Gayatri to four octo-syllabic feet.
Hence, this is called Anustubh 


Varieties of Anustubh :

Based on the number of feet and number of
syllables, the types of Anustubh chandas are as
follows:
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1) Purastajjyoti (Tripad i): That Anustubh which
has three feet having 8+12+12= 32 syllables is known

as Purastajjyoti. According to Yudhisthir Mimamsak,
an example of this chandas is not cited anywhere.
2) Madhyejyoti (Pipilikamadhya Tripad ii): This
type of Anustubh has 12+8+12=32 syllables in it.


 
 

9. 110. 1.

3) Uparistajjyoti (Krti Tripad iii): This metre has
12+12+8=32 syllables.



  1. 120. 8.
4) Kaviraj : This type consists of twelve syllabic

feet in between two nine feet syllabic feet. This is
formed of thirty syllables only. Two syllables are less
than the required number.



  1. 120.3.
5) Nastarupa : This chandas has 9+10+13= 32

syllables.


   1. 120.4.
6) Viraj (a): The chandas has 11+11+11=33 syllables

in it is known as Viradanustubh.
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7. 22. 4.

7) Viraj (b) : That chandas which has 10+10+10=30

is called Viraj.
The word Virat has two meanings expressed in it
viz; a) which has 10 syllables in three feet. b) Which
has 11 syllables in it. Another meaning of Virat is that
it has two syllables less. Then it is called Viratgayatri
which has 22 syllables and Viradusnih which has 26
syllables.



  3. 25. 4.
8) Catuspada : It has four feet and each has eight
syllables in it (8+8+8+8=32).




 1. 10. 7.

9) Padairanustubh : That chandas which has
7+7+7+7=28 syllables is called Padairanustubh. This

is mentioned in the Rkpratisakhya only.
10) Mahapadapankti : This chandas has 5+5+5+
5+5+6=31 syllables and 6 feet is called Mahapadapankti

Anustubh. The example has been cited in the
Rkpratisakhya only.



 

4. 10. 5.
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Brhati :
This chandas has four feet and the number of
syllables arranged in the feet 8+8+8+12=36. Brhati is
also associated with many concepts, like other metres.
In the Rgveda, it is said to be the speech of Brhaspati
(brhaspaterbrhati vacamavadat X.130.4) 
   According to the Satapatha Brahmana
(XIV.4.1.21), the word Brhaspati has been derived from
Brhati. It is also mentioned that Brhati itself is speech.
Brhaspati is the Lord of Speech (vagvai brhati. Tasya
esa patih, tasmat brhaspatih). (
)
In the Asvamedha, the consecrated horse is set free
to roam for one full year. Meanwhile, at the place
where the sacrifice is to be performed after one year,
the priest narrates revolving legend period for each
ten days’ i.e., Pariplava-akhyana. This very same
legend revolves again and again for one year, uor a
thirty-six x ten-days’ period (=360 days). He renarrates
it, because, the Brhati metre consists of thirty-six
syllables, and cattle are related to the Brhati metre; by
means of the Brhati he thus secures cattle for him.
The Taittiriya Brahmana (I.5.12.2.) speaks of the
Devaksara Brhati which symbolizes twelve full moon
days, twelve Astaka-s (eighth days after the full-moon
days, in twelve months) and twelve New moon days
(all amounting to thirty six in number). ‘Sayanacarya’
says that there are two types of Brhati - Sabdatmika
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and ‘Devatatmika’, both formed by the aksara-s that
are ‘sabdatmaka’ (concerning the word) and
‘devatatmaka’ (concerning the deity) respectively. The
aksara here signifies a part (avayava) which does not
fall down or does not decay (a-ksara). Thus it can be
a syllable or any sacrificial unit. The Sabdatmika
Brhati (i.e., a verse in the Brhati metre, having thirtysix syllables, arranged in four feet as 8+8+8+12=36 is
to be seen in the mantra such as punanah soma etc.,
(IX. 107.6 ). The Devatatmika Brhati is the one
consisting of the undecaying (aksara) parts (avayava),
which form a deity i.e., the Brhati, which is
conceptually formed. In this Brhati is believed to have
established the orb of the Sun. This concept could be
taken to apply to all cases where, on the basis of
syllables, items are given the names of metres, or items
are grouped likewise.
Brhati is connected with cattle. The Maitrayani
Samhita (IV.6.9.) while laying down the three sacrifices,
says that the two Brhati verses take hold of the Sun.
The Brhati are cattle. The Taittiriya Samhita (V.3.2.4.)
says that once the metres ran a race for the cattle. The
Brhati won them.
Brhati is also associated with the Sun. The
Satapatha Brahmana (XII. 8. 3. 24.) says anything
established in Brhati is glory and this makes the Sun
shine. According to the Tandya Mahabrahmana gives
a mythical account in the context of the first sacrificial
session on the river Sarasvati. It is said that by means
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of the Sarasvati, the gods propped the Sun but he could
not sustain, it collapsed. Hence Sarasvati is full of
bendings as it were. Then they propped the Sun by
means of Brhati and thereupon the Sarasvati sustained
it. Hence, Brhati is the strongest of the metres, for
they had propped the Sun with it (XXV.10.11).
Etymology of Brhati :
According to R.Sadashivmurthy, this is an
enriched form of Anustubh. The word Brhati is derived
from the root ‘brh’ which means ‘to grow up’ (brhati
pari barhanat)       . The Daivata
Brahmana also has similar etymology. This chandas
grows by one syllable in each feet of the four footed
Anustubh. Thus four syllables are added to Brhati than
Anustubh.
Varieties of Brhati :
1) Brhati (a): This metre has nine syllables in each

pada. Yudhisthir Mimamsak comments on the example
that it carries 10 syllables in the first foot, so it is to be
regarded as Bhurik-Brhati.



2. 4. 2. 1.
2) Brhati (b): This chandas has 10+10+8+8= 36

syllables. Mimamsak notes that the second foot of this
example has 11 syllables, so it is known as BhurikBrhati
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3) Purastadbrhati : This chandas has 12+8+8+8=
36 syllables.



 10. 22. 3.
4) Nyankusarini : If the second foot has twelve

syllables and the remaining have only eight syllables
in each, it is called Nyankusarini Brhati. It is also
known as Skandhogrivi Brhati by Krostuki and
Urobrhati by Yaska.



 1. 175. 1.
5 ) Pathya : This chandas has 8+8+12+8= 36

syllables. Upanidana Sutra calls it ‘Siddha’.



 8.1.1.
6) Uparistat Brhati : This chandas has 8+8+8+ 12=36

syllables. Many treatises on prosody mention about this
chandas.



 10.126. 7
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7) Vistara Brhati : This chandas has 8+10+10+ 8=36

syllables in it.



 1. 120. 7.
8) Visamapada Brhati : This metre has 9+8+11+
8=36 syllables in its four feet.



 8. 46. 20.
9) Mahabrhati : This chandas has 12+12+12=36

syllables in its three feet.



  9. 110.9.
10 ) Satobrhati : This variety occurs in the
Chandahsutra-s of Jayadeva. It has two successive 8syllablic feet followed by two feet which have 10

syllables each.
11) Pipilikamadhya : This Brhati has got three feet
and 13+8+13=34 syllables in it. As mentioned by

R.Sadashivmurthy, this variety occurs in some texts
like the Rkpratisakhya.



  8. 46. 14.
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Pankti :
It has four feet and ten syllables. At times, it is
observed that it has five feet for it is said pancapada
pankti. (Aitareya Brahmana VI.20). The Taittiriya
Samhita (VI.2.2.2) associates the fivefold metre with
the Tanunapat Agni. The Maitrayani Samhita (I.11.10)
refers to a myth associated with a variant of Pa.kti
known as Aksarapankti. It is said that this metre is
conquered by Savit.. The Kausitaki Brahmana (I.3)
comments on the five footed nature of Pankti metre.
It is said that in the re-establishments of the sacred
Agni a purodasa of five potsherds (kapala) is offered.
This corresponds with the five footed Pankti metre
and the sacrifice is five-fold. The Taittiriya Brahmana
(II.7.10.2) relates the five-footed Pankti with the five
seasons. Yudhisthir Mimamsak observes that
pancapada Pankti is rarely found in the Vedas. Dange
says that as the sacrifice is often said to be five-fold
(pankta), the Pankti verses are enjoined in its
performance and thus the latter are said to give support
to the former. This stresses the concept of
rupasamrddha of the sacrifice.
Derivation of Pankti :
The Nirukta and the Daivata Brahmana both
associate this metre with five feet. It is said in the
Nirukta that Pankti is so called because it is related to
five padas (pancabhih padaih panktirityucyate).
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Varieties of Pankti :
1) Satah Pankti (a): It is also known as Satobrhati,

Siddha, Vistara and also Siddhavistara. This metre has
12+8+12+8=40 syllables and four feet.



 

1. 36. 18

2) Satah Pankti (b): It is also known as Viparita,

Siddha and at places Vistara. This metre has
8+12+8+12=40 syllables.

 

  8. 46. 12
3) Astarapankti : This metre has 8+8+12+12=40

syllables



  10. 25. 1
4) Prastarapankti : It is reverse of Astarapankti.
It has 8+8+12+12= 40 syllables.



 7. 96. 3.
5) Sanstarapankti : This has chronologically 12+8+
12+8=40 syllables.
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  10. 172. 2.
6) Vistarapankti : This chandas has 8+12+12+8=40

syllables.


1
  10. 140. 1.
7) Arsipankti : This variety has 12+12+10+10

syllables. Unfortunately, no example is cited.
8) Viratpankti (a) : This chandas has 10+10+10+
10=40 syllables.



  8. 96. 4
9) Viratpankti (b) : This chandas has three feet

and ten syllables in each foot. No example is seen.
10) Pathyapankti : This metre has eight syllables

and five feet.


 
  1. 81. 4.
11) Padapankti (a) : This chandas has five syllables

and five feet.
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12) Padapankti (b) : In this chandas one foot has

four syllables, one has six and three feet have five
syllables each. This metre has a total number of 25
syllables.
13) Aksarapankti (a) : This chandas has four feet

with five letters each (4X5=20).




 

1. 65. 1.

14) Aksarapankti (b) : This chandas has 5 syllables

and two feet.


15) Dvipadapankti : This is also known as Virat
Pankti and Dvipada-vistarapankti. It has 12 syllables
+8 syllables =20 in two feet respectively.
16) Jagatipankti i.e., Vistarapankti : This has eight
syllables in six feet i.e. a total of 48 syllables.





 

8. 47. 1.

Tristubh :
Tristubh consists of eleven syllables and four feet
which equals to forty-four syllables. The metre is
understood to correspond with the eleven steps taken
by taken by Adhvaryu from the Garhapatya fire to
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the Ahavaniya fire during the Darsapurnamasa
sacrifice. The Rgveda associates Tristubh metre with
Indra (V.29.6.X.30). This association is to the extent that,
if a mantra in employed in another chandas, it is still
to be understood as Tristubh says Jaiminiya Brahmana
(III. 206). This chandas is regarded to be the symbol of
might and vigour. At the diksa of Soma sacrifice, the
yajya-s and anuvakya-s are in the Tristubh metre. This
metre is a thunderbolt, by this thunderbolt the devas
pushed away the asuras according to Kausitaki
Brahmana (VII. 2).
As the Tristubh is associated with lordly power,
strength and vigour, there is a possibility that it can be
associated with the Kshatriya varna (Maitrayani
Samhita IV.4.5). According to Satapatha Brahmana
(VIII.1.1.8) it is created from summer season and it
represents south direction (VIII.3.1.12). R.Sadashivmurthy mentions that in the Aitareya Brahmana, those
who wish to become powerful are advised to perform
sacrifice with Tristubh.
Derivation of Tristubh: The Nirukta and Daivata
Brahmana display identical etymologies. It is
‘stobhati’ which is preceded by ‘tri’. Tri means ‘well
spread’. It is employed in the act of praising (stobhati).
Hence this is also treated as something praiseworthy.
Tristubh praises the three points of Indra’s weapon
i.e. vajra. Hence it is called Tristubh.
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Varieties of Tristubh:
1) Tristubh : This chandas has eleven syllables

and four feet.



  6. 17. 1.
2) Jagati Tristubh : The first two padas of this
chandas have 12 syllables each and the third and the
fourth padas have 11 syllables.



  1. 162. 12
3) Abhisarini : This chandas has 10+10+12+12=44

syllables.



  10. 23.5.
4) Virat sthana (a) : This metre has 9+9+10+11+ 39

syllables.



  1. 89. 6.
5) Virat sthana (b) : This metre has 10+10+9+11=40

syllables.
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  2. 11. 1.
6) Virat sthana (c) : The first foot has 9 syllables,
second foot has 10 syllables, third and fourth padas
have 11 syllables.
7) Virat rupa : The three padas have 11 syllables

each and the fourth pada has 8 syllables. Saunaka and
Venkakamadhava are of the opinion that the fourth
pada should have eight syllables in it. Thus the metre
is of 41 syllables. Thus Virat sthana and Virat rupa
Tristubh do not fulfil the number of syllables of this
metre. But, according to Uvata, the commentator of
Rkpratisakhya, this metre is still to be called a variant
of Tristubh because there is a reference from the
Brahmana to this effect.

 

e.g.

  3. 21. 4.
8) Purastajjyoti (a): This chandas has 8+12+12+
12=44 syllables. There is some controversy in this.
9) Purastajjyoti (b): This chandas has 8+11+11+
11=41 syllables. A suitable example is yet to be found.
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10) Purastajjyoti (c): This chandas has 11+8+8+
8+8=43 syllables. According to Pingala, Rgveda
(I. 173.5.) is an example of this metre.
11) Madhyejyoti (a): This metre has 12+8+12+12=44 or
12+12+8+12=44.



  8. 10. 2.
12) Madhyejyoti (b) : This chandas has 11+8+11+
11=41 or 11+11+8+11=41 syllables. No example is cited

to this effect.
Madhyejyoti (c) : This is a five-footed chandas
which has 8+8+11+8+8=43 syllables. According to some
scholars like Katyayana this is an example of
Yavamadhya Tristubh .




 

6. 48. 7.

13 ) Uparisthajjyoti (a) : This chandas has
12+12+12+8+44



  8. 35. 1.
14) Uparisthajjyoti (b) : This syllabic division of
this metre is 11+11+11+8=41. No example is cited of

this variety.
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15) Uparisthajjyoti (c) : This variety has five feet,
the division of which is 8+8+8+8+11=43.




 after
 10. 127. 11.
16) Mahabrhati or Pancapada Tristubh : This
metre has five feet and they are divided as 12+8+8+
8+8=44.



  8. 35. 23.
17) Yavamadhya : The syllabic division of this
chandas is 8+8+12+8+8=44. Pingala calls this chandas

as Madhye-jyotir-jagati.




 

6. 48. 7.

18) Panktyuttara or Viratpurva : This metre has
10+10+8+8+8=44 syllables. It is also called Viratpurva

Tristubh.



  5. 86. 6.
19) Dvipada : This metre has two feet with eleven

syllables each.
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20) Ekapada : This chandas has one foot with

eleven syllables. The examples of both these metres
are not cited.
Jagati :
This metre has twelve syllables and four feet which
is a total of 48 syllables. It figures in the account of
bringing Soma. Jagati was not successful in bringing
Soma, but it succeeded in bringing diksa and tapas.
The Satapatha Brahmana (VI.2.1.30) applauds Jagati
as an all-encompassing metre. It is a fully nourished
metre according to the Tatvya Mahabrahmana
(XXI.10.9). Jagati is allotted to Adityas and Visvedeva-s
during the third pressing of Soma says Aitareya
Brahmana (III.13 ). This metre is believed to be
connected with the cattle. According to the Taittiriya
Brahmana (III.8.8.4), in the context of the Asvamedha,
there are oblations to forty-eight forms of the horse.
The forty-eight forms are equated with the forty-eight
syllables of Jagati. The horse is jagata i.e. moving in
nature. It belongs to Prajapati. Thus by means of the
Jagati he secures cattle according to Satapatha
Brahmana (XII.8.3.13). Aitareya Brahmana (I.5) says
one who is desirous of cattle is advised to us Jagati
verses at sacrificial consecration as cattle are
associated with Jagati.
Jagati is connected with the concept of worlds.
Thus in the context of the Pravargya rite in the Soma
sacrifice, it is said that in the third pressing, there
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should be a Jagati in the verses, for as it goes to rest,
all the world (jagat) goes to rest with it (Kausitaki
Brahmana VII.7). In the same context while dealing
with the Upasads, it is said that for Visnu there are
Jagati verses because, the other world is connected
with Jagati. The sacrificer obtains supremacy over the
higher world. In the Sautramani sacrifice, Jagati is
regarded as the earth and by means of this metre, Soma
is pressed.
Out of the three classes or varnas, the Vaisya class
which is associated with the Jagati, as cattle are
associated with Jagati.
Derivation of Jagati :
The etymology of Jagati is the same in Nirukta
and Daivata Brahmana. Jagati has speed and motion
i.e.  says Nirukta.
Varieties of Jagati :
1. Jagati : This chandas has twelve syllables and

four padas in it.



  5. 11. 1.
2. Upajagati : This chandas has 46 letters divided
as 12+12+11+11.



  1. 94. 2.
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3. Purastajjyoti (a) : The four padas of this
chandas are divided as 8+12+12+12=44. An example of

this metre is yet to be cited.
4. Purastajjyoti (b) : This metre has five feet, the
syllabic division is as follows: 12+8+8+8+8=44.
5. Madhyejyoti (a) : The feet division of this
chandas is 12+8+12+12=44 or 12+12+8+12=44. No

example is cited of this variety.
6. Madhyejyoti (b) : This chandas is divided into
five feet and their syllabic division 8+8+12+8+8=44.




 
7. Uparistajjyoti (a) : This metre has 12+12+12+8=44.
8. Uparistajjyoti (b): This chandas has five feet
with the division as 8+8+8+8+12=44.
9. Mahasatobrhati alias Pancapadajagati : The
first three feet of this chandas have 8 syllables each
and remaining two have 12 syllables in it.



  6. 48. 6
10. Satpada alias Mahapankti (a) : This chandas

has six feet with eight syllables each.
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8. 47. 1.

11. Mahapankti (b): This chandas has 8+8+7+6+
10+9=48




  1. 191. 10
12. Vistarapankti alias Pravaddhapada : This type

is seen in Nidanasutra with six syllables and eight
padas 6X8=48. But no example is cited in this text.
13. Dvipada: This chandas has twelve syllables

and two feet.
14. Ekapada: This chandas has one foot and twelve

syllables.
15. Jyotirmati: The Nidanasutra has this variety,

but no description is given regarding this variety
except that it has 40 syllables and the last foot has
eight syllables.
16. These seven chandas are known as the first

heptad or saptaka of chandas. The Jaiminiya
Brahmana (III. 315) has given different names to the
metres based on the number of feet and syllables.
Gayatri is said to be sapada i.e., having three feet,
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each containing even number of syllables. The Tristubh
is called vipada i.e., having eleven i.e., odd number
of syllables in each foot. Jagati is called nanapada
which means having many syllables in its feet. The
Anustubh is anupada as it follows the pattern of
Gayatri. Pankti is atipada because it has five feet.
There are two more heptads of chandas in the Arsi
category.

* * *

Chapter IV
Other metres
Another group of seven metres is also mentioned
in the texts on Chandahsastra. They are known as
Aticchandamsi. They are Atijagati, Sakvari, Atisakvari,
Asti, Atyasti, Dhrti and Atidhrti. R. Sadashivmurthy
observes that these metres have no sub-varieties. The
term Aticchandas is the generic name for the metres
which have more than 48 syllables in them. Atichandas
is eulogised as have encompassed all metres (sarvani
vai chandamsi aticchandah). 
1. Atijagati : This chandas has five feet which have
12+12+12+8+8=52
syllables
according
to

Venkatamadhava. If the example given by Uvata is
followed, it goes to 13+13+10+8+8=52 syllables.






 

5. 87. 1.

2. Sakvari : It has 7 feet and 8 syllables. The

Taittiriya Samhita regards Sakvari to be of seven
syllables. During the Soma sacrifice, Vasativari waters
are accumulated. They are collected on the previous
day and are used the next day for placing the shoots
of Soma. The Adhvaryu takes them from the river or
reservoir by reciting four verses and places them with
three ones. They make seven and the metre Sakvari
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has seven feet. The Taittiriya Samhita mentions that
one overcomes the enemies with the help of Sakvari
chandas (II. 6. 2. 3.).





 

10. 133. 1.

3. Atisakvari : This chandas has five feet with
16+16+12+8+8=60 syllables.




  

2. 22. 3.

4. Asti : The division of this chandas is 16+16+16+
8+8=64.




  

2. 22. 1.

5. Atyasti : This chandas has seven feet and
12+12+8+8+8+12+8=68 syllables in it.
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  1. 127. 1.
6. Dhrti : There are seven feet in this chandas with
12+12+8+8+8+16+8=72 syllables.





  1. 133. 6.
7. Atidhrti : There are eight padas with 12+12+8+
8+8+12+8+8=76 syllables.






 

1. 127. 6.

Another group of seven metres is known as
Krtichandamsi. As mentioned by Saunaka, these do
not occur in the Sakala text of the Rgveda. According
to R. Sadashivmurthy, these formulate the third group
of the Arsi metres. The syllabic strength of these metres
regularly rises up by four syllables in each metre. Krti
is to be regarded as the next metre to Atidhrti which
has eighty syllables. According to Yudhisthir
Mimamsak, Krtichandamsi are named differently in
the Patanjala Nidana Sutra. The syllabic strength and
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the foot-arrangement of these metres occur in the prose
mantras of the Yajurveda. The examples of these
mantras are given by Pandit Kedarnath in his edition
of the Pingala sutra-s published by Nirnaya Sagar in
1957. R. Sadashivmurthy mentions that the examples
of these metres occur in the hymns composed by seer
Subhesaja in the Rgveda.
1) Krtichandamsi (Sindhu): This metre has 80

syllables in it.

       
 

9. 20.
2) Prakrti chandas (Salila): It has 84 syllables




  16. 46.
3) Akrti chandas (Ambhas): This metre has 88

syllables in it.
4) Vikrti chandas (Gagana): It has 92 syllables

in it.
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9. 36.
5) Sankrti chandas (Arnava) : This metre has 96

syllables.






3. 6. 13. 
6) Abhikrti chandas (Apas) : This metre has 100

syllables.

                 

   

    

  21. 58
7) Utkrti (Samudra) : It has 104 syllables.





 9. 10.
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Apart from these metres, there are five more metres
preceding Gayatri. The Rkpratisakhya has given
names of these metres. They are Ma with 4 syllables,
Prama with 8, Pratima with 12 syllables, Upama with
16 and Samma with 20 syllables. In treatises on classical
Sanskrit Literature, they are known as Ukta, Atyukta,
Madhya, Pratistha and Supratistha.
The regular metres discussed in the chapters earlier
have some variants regarding excess or deficiency in
the number of syllables. The Brahmana texts are of
the opinion that such excess or deficiency does not
matter. The Aitareya Brahmana mentions that na va
ekaksarena chandamsi viyanti na dvabhyam (II.37) (
). Kausitaki Brahmana
also reiterates the same thought. Excess or deficiency
of one or two letters does not lead to change in the
chandas, but it leads to a variation in it. This has been
addressed in works on chandas. Following are the
variation caused due to excess or deficiency in
syllables:
1) Nicrt : The variation is caused because of

deficiency of one syllable. The example of this
variation is the famous Savitri Gayatri (Rgveda
III.62.10). The first pada has seven letters. Another
example is that of Anustubh (Rgveda I.10.6). The
second pada has 7 syllables.
2) Virat : When two syllables are less than the

prescribed number of syllables, the chandas is of Virat
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variety. The example is that of Gayatri (Rgveda I.1.8).
The first and the third padas have one syllable less.
Another example is that of Anustubh (Rgveda I.10.5.).
3) Bhurik : When one syllable is more than the

prescribed number of syllables, it is regarded as Bhurik.
The example of Gayatri Bhurik is Rgveda (I.15.2).
4) Svarat : When there are two syllables more than

the prescribed number the variant a particular metre
is called Svarat. We have examples of Svarat Anustubh
(Rgveda V.52. 94.) and Svarat Brhati (Rgveda VIII.1.4).
5) Sankumati : This variant is found in the seven

prime metres. A five syllabic foot and other three feet
representing the number of syllables of their respective
class form a Sankumati. The five syllabic feet may lie
at any place among the four feet. A Sankumati Gayatri
has three six-syllable feet and one five syllabled foot
(Rgveda VI.16.1. ). Sankumati Usnih has 7+7+7+5
syllables (This example is given by Bhavadeva, a
commentator of the Chandahsutra-s). Anustubh has
8+8+8+5 syllables. The example is from Rgveda
I.187.1. ). Sankumati Brhati has 9+5+9+9 syllables.
Sankumati Panktih : 10+10+5+10 syllables. Sankumati
Tristubh has 5+11+11+11 and Sankumati Jagati has
5+12+12+12 syllables.
6) Kakudmati/Kakummati: In this type, one foot

is of six syllables and other feet have same number of
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syllables as prescribed for regular metres. A Kakudmati
Gayatri is formed of 6+8+8 syllables in three feet.
Kakudmati Anustubh has 6+8+8+8 syllablic and foot
arrangement e.g. Rgveda VIII. 63. 1. Kakudmati Usnih
has 6+7+7+7 syllables. Kakudmati Brhati has 6+9+9+9
syllables. Kakudmati Pankti has 6+5+5+5 syllables.
Kakudmati Tristubh has 6+11+11+11 syllables.
Kakudmati Jagati has 6+12+12+12 syllables.
7) Pipilikamadhya : For this variety, the metre

needs to be of three feet. Out of the three, the middle
foot is expected to have less syllables, thereby it is
narrower than the other two feet. The metre appears
to be of the form of a middle part of an ant which is
narrow in shape.
8) Yavamadhya : This also forms only by three

feet. This is opposite to the nature of Pipilikamadhya.
The middle foot is broader than the two feet.
In Vedic literature, there are references to a term
named ‘Pragatha’ pertaining to metres. This term is
mentioned in Rkpratisakhya, Rksarvanukramani,
Nidanasutra as well as Venkatamadhaviya
Chando’nukramani. Pragatha is a special type of
process in which two rc-s get converted into three or
are sung in a specific manner. This definition has been
given by Jayaditya in his Kasika (IV.2.55).
The Rkpratisakhya (Patala 18) mentions names
and combinations of some Pragathas as follows:
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a) Barhata Pragatha
1) Brhati+Satobrhati = Barhata





  1. 84. 19, 20
2) Brhati +Jagati= Barhata
3) Brhati + Atijagati= Barhata
4) Brhati+Yavamadhya (Tristubh)= Barhata

b) Kakubha Pragatha
1) Kakubh+ Satobrhati
2) Kakubh+Siddhavistarapankti

c) Anustubha Pragatha = Anustubh +Gayatri+Gayatri
d) Viparitanta= Brhati+Viparita (Pankti)
e) Ausniha= Usnih+Satobrhati
f) Gayatra Barhata= Gayatri+Brhati
g) Gayatrakakubha=Gayatri +Kakubh
h) Pankta Kakubha=Pankti +Kakubh
Gotras, devatas, etc., related to Chandas
There are devatas, gotras, svara and varna
pertaining to different metres. The Chandah-sutras of
Pingala mention the gotras of the primary
chandas (3. 66).
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S.No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Metre

Gotra

Gayatri
Usnih
Anustubh
Brhati
Pankti
Tristubh
Jagati

Agnivesya
Kasyapa
Gautama
Angiras
Bhargava
Kausika
Vasistha

Devata : Rgveda, Rkpratisakhya, Chandahsutras,
etc., make a mention of devatas related with chandas.
The names of gods vary from text to text. The Rgveda
X. 130 gives the following list of gods.
S.No.

Metre

Gotra

1.

Gayatri

Agni

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Usnih
Anustubh
Brhati
Virat
Tristubh
Jagati

Savitr
Soma
Brhaspati
Mitravaruna
Indra
Visvedevas

The Chandahsutras follow the same order, replacing Virat by Pankti (3.66).
Svaras: The Chandahsutras of Pingala state the
svaras associated with chandas. Yudhisthir Mimamsak
states the possibility of opening up the chanting of
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metres with the respective svara-s e.g. Gayatri would
open up with Sadja-svara.
S.No.

Metre

Gotra

1.

Gayatri

Sadja

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Usnih
Anustubh
Brhati
Virat
Tristubh
Jagati

Rsabha
Gandhara
Madhyana
Pancama
Dhaivata
Nisada

Colour : The metres are associated with various
colours. There is a slight difference of opinion
between the Chandahsutras and Rkpratisakhya.
S.No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Metre

Chandahsutras Rkpratisakhya

Gayatri
Usnih
Anustubh
Brhati
Virat
Tristubh
Jagati

Sita
Saranga
Pisinga
Krsna
Nila
Lohita
Gaura

* * *

Sveta
Saranga
Pisinga
Krsna
Nila
Lohita
Suvarna

Chapter V
Conclusion
In Vedic sacrificial ritual a mantra embodied in
any chandas plays as an important part. They represent
the desire of the human being to connect the divine
with the mortal existence. Chanting a mantra in a
specific chandas is the articulation of the highest form
of Speech. This specification has got lot of importance
and is associated with various fruits. This specification
is culminated into a specific discipline called the
‘Chandahsastra’.
Chandahsastra gave rise to a variety of vrttas,
which is a hallmark of Sanskrit prosody employed in
Classical Sanskrit literature. The twenty six metres of
Vedic prosody have become twenty six metrical classes
in the classical prosody. They are divided into two
classes viz; gana vrttas and matra vrttas. These have
been influenced by foot division from the Vedic
Chandahsastra. The avasana or pause in Vedic metre
has evolved into yati in the gana vrttas. However,
measuring the length of the syllable appears to be
unimportant in Vedic literature, but is significantly
important in Classical Sanskrit literature.
The above discussion indicates that Classical
Sanskrit prosody evolved from Vedic prosody.
Classical Sanskrit prosody got poetry from the divine
realms of sacrifice to the mundane human world of
literary beauty. This is how the divine speech became
accessible in the world of human beings.

* * *
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Reference of Nagari Words

A
Abhikrti
Abhisarini
Aditya
Ahavaniya
Aitareya
Akhyana
Akrti
Aksara
Anustubh
Anuvaka
Aranyaka
Arci
Arsi
Astadhyayi
Astarapankti
Asti
Asuras
Asuri
Asvin
Atidhrti
Atisakvari
Atyasti
Avasana

-
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B
Bhurik
Bhuri
Brahmana
Brahmi
Brhati

-

 





C
Cand
Chad
Chadamsi
Chand
Chandas

-







D
Daksina
Darsapurnamasa
Devas
Devatatmaka
Dhrti
Diksa
Dis

-









G
Gana
Gayati
Gayatri
Gosthanah

-
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H
Harsata
Hotr
Hrasiyasi
Hrsva

-






J
Jagata
Jagati
Jaiminiya
Jajnire
Jyotis

-







K
Kakumnyankusira
Kalpa
Kapala
Kathaka
Katyayana
Kausitaki
Krostuki
Krsna
Krti

-











M
Ma
Madhyandina

-
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Mahabrhati
Maitrayani
Manusa
Matra

-






N
Nagi
Nanapada
Nastarupa
Natyasastra
Nicrt
Nirukta
Nidanasukta
Nisada
Nyankusarini

-











P
Pada
Padanicrt
Padapankti
Panini
Pankti
Panktyuttara
Parisista
Pariplava
Parosnih

-
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Pasu
Patala
Pathya
Pathyapankti
Pipilikamadhya
Pisinga
Prajapatya
Prakrti
Prama
Pranah
Prapatha
Prastarapankti
Pratima
Pratisakhya
Pratah
Purastadbrhati
Purastajjyoti
Purodasa
Purusasukta

-





















R
Rc
RgVeda
Rkpratisakhya
Rsi
Rupasamrddha

-
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S
Sabdatmaka
Sadja
Sakala
Sakvari
Samaveda
Samhita
Samkrti
Samma
Samni
Sankumati
Sanstarapankti
Sapada
Sastra
Satapatha
Satobrhati
Satpada
Sautramani
Savitr
Savitri
Sayam
Sayanacarya
Siddha
Siksa
Sukta
Sutra

-
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Svarat
Svistakrtah

-




T
Taittiriya
Tandya
Tanunapat
Trigayat

-






U
Ukha
Unadi
Upama
Upanidana
Upanisad
Uparistajjyoti
Uparistat
Urobrhati
Usniggarbha
Usnih
Ut
Utcrti
Uvata

-















V
Varahi
Vardhamana

-
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Vasativari
Vasistha
Vedanga
Vikrti
Vipada
Virad
Viratpurva
Virya
Visamapada
Visnu
Vistara
Visve
Vrtti
Vyakarana
Vyanjana

-

















Y
Yajamana
Yajna
Yajusi
Yaska

-
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